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Abstract. Spaced antenna (SA) wind measurement techniques are applied to Multiple Antenna Profiler (MAPR) data
to evaluate its performance in clear air conditions. MAPR is
a multiple antenna 915 MHz wind profiler developed at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and described in Cohn et al. (1997), designed to make high resolution wind measurements. Previous reported measurements
with MAPR were restricted to precipitation because of low
signal to noise (SNR) and signal to ground-clutter (SCR) ratios. By using a standard pulse-coding technique and upgrading the profiler control software, increases in average power
and SNR were achieved, making routine measurements in
clear air possible. Comparison of winds measured by MAPR
and by a sonic anemometer on a nearby 300 m tower show
correlation coefficients in the range of R 2 = 0.75 – 0.80, and
an average absolute error of ∼1.4 m s−1 . This compares favorably with the agreement typically found in wind profiler
comparisons. We also consider the use of the parameter ah ,
which is related to the value of the cross-correlation function
at its zero crossing. This parameter is a data quality indicator
and possibly a key component in a ground clutter removal
technique.
Key words. Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics
(mesoscale meteorology; instruments and techniques) –
Radio science (remote sensing)

1 Introduction
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Multiple Antenna Profiler (MAPR) was developed both as
a testbed for spaced antenna (SA) techniques in the atmospheric boundary layer, and as a research tool to measure
wind profiles with a time resolution and accuracy not available with conventional boundary layer profilers. SA wind
profilers measure the horizontal wind using information from
a single (usually vertical) beam direction, with backscatter
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sampled with several separated receivers (e.g. Briggs, 1950).
They can measure the wind more frequently than a conventional profiler, which uses the Doppler beam swinging (DBS)
technique and must dwell sequentially in at least 3 directions. Also, because the wind is found from data collected
in a smaller region (the SA beam volume, rather than several separated beam volumes for DBS), the assumption of
spatial and temporal stationarity required by both SA and
DBS is more easily met. However, the precision of winds
measured with SA techniques is a strong function of SNR
(Doviak et al., 1998), so that for weak signals, a DBS profiler may provide more accurate winds, even if errors due to
non-stationarity are larger. Thus, the SA and DBS wind measurement techniques each have advantages in complementary
situations (high time resolution in strong SNR, and longer
dwell times in weaker conditions).
Cohn et al. (1997) described MAPR and presented measurements of vertical profiles of winds with 30-second time
resolution and 60-m altitude resolution. Their study compared winds measured by MAPR against an anemometer on
the 300 m Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO; Kaimal
and Gaynor, 1983) tower. The MAPR measurements used
backscatter from precipitation because the MAPR sensitivity
in clear air was poor, and ground clutter at the BAO site can
be strong. From this earlier work, it became clear that both
hardware and software upgrades were necessary in order for
MAPR to become a useful research tool, measuring winds
routinely in both precipitation and clear air. In this paper, we
describe recent upgrades to MAPR (Sect. 2), and present an
evaluation of its performance in measuring winds in clear air
conditions (Sect. 3). These upgrades included increasing the
average transmitter power through pulse-coding, developing
unix-based software to control the radar, upgrading the radar
PC, and improving data quality checks. As in earlier work,
the MAPR evaluation makes use of in situ measurements by
anemometers at 300 m on the BAO tower, since validation
of the high resolution wind measurements with other remote
sensors is difficult. We further consider a novel quality control and ground clutter removal idea (Sect. 4) based on a theo-
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retical prediction of a parameter (ah ), related to the amplitude
of the cross-correlation function at its zero crossing (c12 (0)).
Comparing the agreement of theoretical to measured values
of ah , we can evaluate the quality of the data. We can further
test how a clutter removal algorithm affects this comparison.

2

Instrumental improvements

The original design of MAPR (Van Baelen, 1994) used a
modified version of the Radian LAP-3000 915 MHz boundary layer wind profiler (Ecklund et al., 1990; Carter et al.,
1995). In this original design, a radar controller PC card generates all timing signals and runs the transmitter. Rather than
employing a single receiver, MAPR uses four identical receiver chains, each containing a hardware chain (amplifiers,
mixers, filters, etc.), a coherent integrator card, which accumulates the digitized signal (I,Q pairs), and a DSP card,
which transfers the signal from the coherent integrator and
has the option of performing low-level processing steps.
Each receiver chain processes the signal from one of four antenna panels. Cohn et al. (1997) describe this configuration
in more detail.
An early version of the Radian software, the Profiler Online Program (POP), controlled the transmitter and was modified to perform initial data handling from four receiver
chains rather than one. This software runs under the DOS
operating system. The modified POP accepted the time series from the four DSP cards and wrote the data to exabyte
tape. This process was slow, and with this configuration,
MAPR spent less than 40% of the time (depending on the
number of ranges sampled and number of time series points)
sampling the atmosphere. A unix-based program called Profiler On-line Environment (POE) was developed at NCAR to
replace this early version of POP. POE is built on the Solaris operating system and it controls the radar in the same
way as POP, but is much more efficient in transferring data
between the DSP memory and storage devices. POE has facilitated several improvements to MAPR efficiency and reliability. POE operates in a multi-tasking environment, and it
is written in C++ (compared with POP in C) and, therefore,
is easier to modify. With POE, data is first written to a large
internal hard drive, and transferred to tape as a background
process, increasing the time spent sampling the atmosphere
to over 95%. Under the original modified POP, data collection was delayed as time series were written to tape. POE
also includes the option of processing times series data in real
time into average correlation or spectral domain data, thereby
greatly reducing the volume of data stored. Because a greater
fraction of time is now spent sampling the atmosphere, more
data is included in a one-minute average correlation function
or spectrum, thereby improving signal detectability.
Another change facilitated by POE was the option of adding pulse-coding. Pulse-coding is described by Schmidt et
al. (1979) and Ghebrebrhan (1990) and allows us to increase
the average power and, therefore, SNR of MAPR without
degrading the range resolution. DBS versions of POP have

this ability, but it was not included in the modifications
for MAPR. The improvements in MAPR sensitivity from a
greater sampling duty cycle and from a higher average power
now allow us to measure winds in clear air reliably. In addition, wind estimates are now calculated in real time and the
results presented graphically and archived. The full correlation analysis (FCA) method of Briggs (1984) is most often
used to calculate winds, although the methods described by
Holloway et al. (1997) have also been appled to MAPR data.
Figure 1 shows MAPR observations of the passage of a
downslope wind storm. The bottom plot shows horizontal
wind profiles measured in clear air with 5 minute resolution.
The top and center plots show the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
and vertical wind speed, respectively, with 1 minute resolution. Note the persistent updraft seen near 0745 UT and
downdraft near 0945 UT, as well as the higher frequency
oscillations in vertical motion. The persistent motions are
likely due to a stationary lee wave downwind of the continental divide, with the higher frequency motions due to propagating waves.

3

Evaluation of wind measurements

During the winters of 1998–1999 and 1999–2000, long-term
development tests were conducted at the NOAA Boulder Atmospheric Observatory in Erie, Colorado. This facility has a
300 m high instrumented tower, and other remote sensors are
often present for testing. MAPR was located approximately
600 m south of the tower, the same location as in the earlier
tests reported in Cohn et al. (1997). It was deployed as part
of an NCAR Integrated Sounding System (ISS, Parsons et
al., 1994), which includes a CLASS rawinsonde system and
makes comparisons with co-located rawinsonde wind measurements possible. Comparisons of MAPR winds were primarily made with sonic and propeller anemometers at the
300 m level of the tower. However, to extend the comparisons to a profile of altitudes, it was also possible to make occasional comparisons with consensus winds from a 449 MHz
DBS wind profiler situated approximately 30 m from MAPR,
and with CLASS rawinsondes launched from the MAPR ISS.
MAPR winds for this evaluation were computed using FCA
on correlation functions computed from 1 minute of data collection. Selected periods have also been analyzed using the
“slope at zero lag” technique of Holloway et al. (1997). To
remove outliers and improve precision, a consensus averaging algorithm (Strauch et al., 1984) is usually applied to these
winds to compute a 5 or 10 minute or a 1 hour result. This
consensus algorithm is the same as DBS wind profilers apply
to radial velocity estimates.
3.1

Comparison with a 449 MHz DBS wind profiler and
with CLASS rawinsondes

Figure 2 shows a full day comparison of MAPR winds with
those from the 449 MHz profiler on 17 October 1998. While
MAPR was designed to measure winds in the boundary layer
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Fig. 1. MAPR SNR (top), vertical air velocity (center), and 5 minute wind profiles (bottom) data during a strong downslope wind event on
10 January 2000, in Erie, Colorado.

and lower troposphere, the 449 MHz profiler is a quarterscale version of the operational NOAA network wind profilers (e.g. Weber et al., 1990). This profiler is much more sensitive than MAPR, with an average transmitter power about
10 times greater and an antenna area that is also about 10
times greater. The figure compares 1 hour consensus winds
from the 449 MHz profiler to a 1 hour consensus of 1 minute
MAPR winds. Figure 3 compares MAPR winds with two
CLASS rawinsonde wind profiles at 4 UT and 14 UT on
the same day. In this figure, MAPR winds are a 30 minute
average beginning with the time of launch. Both of these
figures show general agreement, with areas of disagreement.
MAPR winds in Fig. 2 are missing (failed the consensus test)
where the SNR is weak, and winds from both profilers below
500 m are probably contaminated by ground clutter. This
is also true of low level winds in the sounding comparison.
In Fig. 3, MAPR eastward winds appear overestimated com-

pared to the sounding at 14 UT. However, as can be seen in
Fig. 2, the eastward component was increasing during the 30
minute consensus period.
3.2

Comparison with sonic anemometers

While wind profile comparisons with the sondes and the 449
MHz DBS profiler show general agreement, it is useful to
make a more detailed comparison. For this, the higher time
resolution wind measurements available from the sonic and
propeller anemometers at the 300 m platform of the BAO
tower are convenient. In light winds, the 300 m range gate
of MAPR was relatively uncontaminated by ground clutter,
making this comparison possible. A full day of winds measured on 16 November 1998 is shown in Fig. 4. MAPR
winds in this figure are a 10 minute consensus. The sonic
anemometer winds were measured at 20 Hz and also averaged to 10 minutes. Because the MAPR pulse volume and
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Fig. 2. Comparison of MAPR 1 hour wind profiles (top) on 17 October 1998 with those measured by a nearby 449 MHz DBS wind profiler
(bottom). Note that the 449 MHz profiler is much more sensitive than MAPR.

the BAO tower are about 600 m apart, and the MAPR pulse
volume is more than 200000 m3 , while the sonic samples
over a path length of about 0.2 m, we cannot directly compare winds on time scales of less than several minutes. This
figure shows good agreement with the MAPR winds close
to the sonic anemometer values over a wide range of wind
speeds and directions. However, there are times when disagreements as large as 3 m s−1 occur. The larger variance
in MAPR measurements at these times suggest degradation
due to clutter or a low SNR, as larger variances are not expected with the far larger sample volume. In Fig. 5, we extend this comparison to 4 months of data from December
1998 through March 1999. Each point in this scatterplot is
a 1 hour average sonic anemometer wind plotted against a
1 hour consensus wind from MAPR. Approximately 56% of
the MAPR data at 300 m was available during this period,
with the remainder either filtered out because of clutter or

low SNR, or occasionally missing due to equipment failure.
During this 3 month comparison we found a correlation coefficient of R 2 =0.75 to 0.80, and a standard deviation of about
1.5 m s−1 . About 50% of the points agree within 1 m s−1 ,
and 80% agree within 2 m s−1 . These values are quite good
relative to typical agreement between different instruments.
For example, Weber et al. (1990) found a standard deviation
of about 2.2 m s−1 between hourly wind measurements of
two co-located DBS wind profilers, and Martner et al. (1993)
found the standard deviation between low level wind profiler
winds and collocated rawinsondes measurements to range
between 3–5 m s−1 . In tropical conditions with strong SNR,
Riddle et al. (1996) report standard deviations between 1.0–
1.5 m s−1 in a similar comparison with rawinsondes. Even
comparing the sonic anemometer, to a propeller anemometer, also located at the 300 m level of the tower, we find a
standard deviation of 1.1 m s−1 and a correlation coefficient
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Fig. 3. Comparison of MAPR 30 minute eastward and northward winds (solid) with CLASS rawinsonde measurements (dashed) at 4 UT
(left) and 14 UT (right) on 17 October 1998. The MAPR averaging time began with the sonde launch.

Fig. 4. Comparison of MAPR eastward (top) and northward (bottom) 10 minute winds (crosses) on 16 November 1998 with 10 minute winds
from a sonic anemometer on the 300 m tower (lines). The sonic winds are a 10 minute median of 25 Hz samples.
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Fig. 5. MAPR 1 hour consensus winds compared with 1 hour median sonic anemometer winds from 1 December 1998 through 22 March
1999. The dashed line represents a slope of 1, and the sold line is a least squares fit.

of R 2 = 0.9.
3.3

MAPR performance as a function of wind speed

The tower wind dataset can be used to evaluate MAPR wind
measurements in more detail, assessing the range of atmospheric situations when the measurements are valid. A comparison of the standard deviation between the profiler and
sonic anemometer 5 minute winds as a function of wind
speed and wind direction is shown in Fig. 6. There is no
significant difference between agreement in winds from the
N or S, and winds from the E or W, implying that the averaging time is sufficient to reduce differences due to scales
of motion smaller than the 600 m separation of the measurements (MAPR is located about 600 m to the south of the
tower). The figure also shows that the errors increase for
wind speeds greater than about 10 m s−1 , when the correlation functions have a short fading time and thus are very
narrow. Clutter caused by the stronger winds has also increased these errors. The errors at small wind speeds (less
than about 3 m s−1 ) are small, but the relative errors can be
quite large. We believe these errors at small wind speeds are
due to weak clutter, rather than statistical variance, because
they are not reduced with greater averaging. Note that the
results of Fig. 6 apply specifically to the MAPR data collection parameters used, to the FCA technique, and to the BAO
site with its strong clutter. It is possible that other SA analysis techniques would perform better or worse over a different
range of wind speeds. In particular, full spectral analysis has
shown good results at high wind speeds because the spectral
phase slope can be estimated using a wide range of frequencies due to beam broadening.

4

The antenna parameter ah

Cohn et al. (1997) used the parameter ah , described in Holloway et al. (1997), to evaluate MAPR performance against
a theoretical expectation. The theoretical value of this parameter is solely a function of the transmitting and receiving
antenna patterns. A measured value can be found from the
value of the normalized cross-correlation magnitude of two
receiver signals at zero lag, c12 (0), and the distance between
those two receivers, 1x.
2 p
ah =
− ln[c12 (0)]
1x
The cross-correlation function is assumed to have been normalized such that the same normalization applied to the autocorrelation functions of each receiver (after noise removal)
results in an autocorrelation of 1 at zero lag. For the MAPR
antenna, this theoretical value is ah ≈ 1.6. Cohn et al. (1997)
showed that measured values of ah approximately agree with
this value in precipitation (strong SNR). We have repeated
this exercise for a clear air case with weaker SNR in Fig. 7.
The results are very similar to those of Cohn et al. (1997),
showing a distribution of values centered slightly above 1.6.
The scatter of values (width of this distribution) is greater in
this clear air case than in the snow. This exercise is important
not only because it tells us that our antenna beamwidths are
correct, but also because it tells us whether we are properly
normalizing the correlation functions, and ultimately it may
provide information about clutter.
Although from SA theory we expect both auto and crosscorrelation functions (magnitudes) to approach zero at large
lags, we usually find this is not the case. These functions are
more often a Gaussian-like feature raised by a positive offset
present at all lags. One explanation for this offset is that we
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the parameter (ah ) for each receiver pair.
The distributions are centered just above the theoretical value of
approximately 1.6 (vertical line).

Fig. 6. Average absolute error between 5 minute MAPR and sonic
winds as a function of wind speed (top), wind direction (middle),
and the (ah ) parameter (bottom). This is for the same dataset as
Fig. 4.

do not have an infinitely long time series, so statistical variation in the magnitude of the complex correlation functions
is not negligible (it must necessarily be positive). We would
expect the offset, if due to statistical noise, to decrease with
increasing averaging time. This has been verified in cases
of very strong SNR. But there is another mechanism which
could create an offset. Unlike SA measurements in the middle and upper atmosphere, radar measurements in the boundary layer are often contaminated with ground clutter, both
stationary and slowly moving. In the case of nearly stationary ground clutter (for example, caused by backscatter from
swaying trees and leaves), the decorrelation time of the clutter signal is quite long compared to the decorrelation time of
the atmosphere (a function of wind speed and turbulence, and
precipitation fall speed and differential fall speed, if present).

Perfectly stationary ground clutter is removed by subtracting
the mean from each time series before correlations are computed, but this slowly varying clutter can produce an offset
which will not decrease with increasing averaging. For low
SNR cases near the surface, we have verified that this is the
case: more averaging does not decrease the offset.
In a simple attempt to compensate for the effects of this
clutter, we have normalized the correlation functions after
first subtracting this offset, found by examining the correlation function at large lags. Without this step, the distribution
of measured ah in Fig. 7 would be shifted to significantly
higher values. Improperly normalizing the correlation functions will lead to varying error in the wind measurement, depending on the SA method used. The error in the “slope at
zero lag” method, for example, will be proportional to the
fractional error in normalization, while the error in FCA is
more complex. Figure 6c shows the standard deviation, again
for 5 minute winds, as a function of the measured ah . The
agreement is noticeably better when ah is close to the theoretical value of 1.6, suggesting that our normalization process
is beneficial.
The parameter ah may be even more useful in a clutter removal algorithm. Removing the offset from the correlation
function could be done in a way that normalization of the
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Fig. 8. The average magnitude of the normalized correlation function offset at large lags (left), and the wind profile computed using
FCA and correlation functions without (solid) and with (dashed) removal of these offsets. This is a two-hour average from 12–14 UT
on 16 November 1998.

correlations is adjusted to match the expected value of ah , so
the distribution of Fig. 7 collapses to a single value. However, filtering data at the time series level may be an even
more effective procedure to remove slowly moving clutter.
In an iterative process, for example, as more severe filters are
applied in the time series, the resulting measured ah could
indicate when the optimal degree of filtering is reached.
To test the idea that removal of the correlation offset at
large lags compensates for clutter, we compare an average
wind profile computed using FCA both with and without this
removal process. Figure 8 shows a profile of the average offset seen in two hours of data during a period of strong surface
winds (left), and the wind profile with and without removing
this offset (right). Clutter from the BAO tower is the likely
cause of the large offset seen at 600 m. A minimum in the
wind speed profile at this height (solid) is present, perhaps
because of the strong signal from a slowly swaying tower,
but this minimum is not present when the offset is removed
(dashed line). While we have no measurements which can
verify the wind at this height, it appears that removal of the
offset has improved the wind profile accuracy.

5

Discussion and conclusions

Development of MAPR was first intended to explore spaced
antenna techniques at UHF in the boundary layer. SA had
previously been used primarily in the stratosphere and above,
and used by VHF radars, which could take advantage of the
aspect sensitivity backscattered from a vertical beam. Also,
new methods for estimating wind from spaced antenna signals were being derived (Doviak et al., 1996; Holloway et
al., 1997) and MAPR was used to test these. More recently,

Fig. 9. The percent of 1 minute winds passing the FCA quality
criteria as a function of the mean SNR. Each point summarizes all
data below 1 km for a full day between 1 December 1999 and 31
January 2000.

a VHF wind profiler has been developed for boundary layer
use (Vincent et al., 1998). The scientific motivation for
MAPR is to overcome some limitations of DBS wind profilers in the boundary layer, in particular, the assumptions of
a temporally constant and uniform (or linearly varying) wind
field over a volume enclosing all beam directions. These assumptions are easily violated, for example, with thermals in
a convective boundary layer, which may advect through the
field of view of a profiler in a few minutes. If a vertically
directed profiler beam samples the thermal, but subsequent
oblique beams do not, the resulting horizontal wind measurement will be biased. Typical DBS wind profilers will average
over 30–60 minutes, increasing the likelihood that all beams
will sample a similar set of wind conditions. Measurements
with a spaced antenna wind profiler, using only a vertically
directed beam, require this same assumption but over a much
smaller volume, so SA winds will be more accurate in inhomogeneous conditions. This makes SA boundary layer
profiling especially useful in a convective boundary layer, in
complex terrain, and when averaging times less than 30 minutes are required. However, the precision of SA methods suffer at low SNR compared with the DBS method. Doviak et
al. (1998) have shown that, theoretically, for large SNR and
uniform flow, the wind estimate precision of SA and DBS
techniques are comparable, but the SA profiler can measure
with significantly better resolution. However, in conditions
of low SNR, the DBS measurement will be more precise.
The MAPR upgrades, described in section 2, have improved its sensitivity enough to make high time-resolution
clear air measurements possible. MAPR has now been used
in field deployments to study tropical meteorology from a
ship in the Nauru99 experiment (Brown et al., 2000), and to
study winter fronts in Colorado (Parsons et al., 1999). It has
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also been used in the Vertical Transport and Mixing Experiment (VTMX) to study nocturnal boundary layer motions
and layers in November 2000 in the Salt Lake City, Utah urban basin.
MAPR can be improved by further increasing its sensitivity (or SNR) and by better recognizing and removing effects
of clutter (both stationary ground clutter, and moving clutter,
such as birds). Figure 9 illustrates the benefits of increased
SNR. For each day between 1 December 1999 and 31 January 2000, we have calculated the mean SNR in the lowest 1 km of measurements, and also the fraction of 1 minute
wind measurements which have passed the FCA quality criteria. This figure suggests that each 3 dB increase in SNR
will increase the fraction of winds measured by about 15%.
Of course, this relation will not hold for very weak or very
strong signals. To improve sensitivity and reduce clutter, further hardware upgrades are planned. A more powerful transmitter will soon be available for MAPR, resulting in an increase in SNR of approximately 10 dB. Also, much of the
four analog receiver chains, as well as coherent integrators
and DSP cards will soon be replaced with PIRAQ-II radar
cards (Randall, 1999). These digitize the received signals
at an intermediate frequency, and use digital filters and mixers. Use of PIRAQ-II is expected to reduce system noise
(increasing SNR) and also increase the dynamic range of the
receivers. This is important because clutter can saturate the
receivers, distorting the signals in a way in which the atmospheric signal is not recoverable.
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